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The Four Seas – Part 1

of thought and the numerous expert commentators
throughout history.

she had fallen ill. The symptoms seemed to consist
primarily of weakness and extreme dizziness.

by Chris McAlister

It is in this context that I propose to discuss what is
surely one of the most obscure and poorly analysed
phenomena in the entire field of Oriental medicine:
the four seas. It is a subject I have pondered and
attempted to discuss for many years, but until
recently with very little in the way of success or
impact, either specific or otherwise.

On returning to Sweden, she consulted with medical expertise, and to my frustration, cancelled our
scheduled treatment. It took therefore a month
or two before I got to see her and find out what
had actually happened, and when she finally did
come for an appointment, she was obviously in
a significantly weakened state. She had begun
her odyssey through the uncertain realms of
the Swedish health care system but had at that
juncture received neither diagnosis nor treatment.

Introduction
The field of Chinese or Oriental medicine is largely
considered to be homogenous and compact when
viewed superficially or from a purely external
perspective. The student – and even more so the
practitioner – of the Oriental medical arts soon
learns that this is far from being the case. The true
picture of what is nowadays commonly known as
traditional Chinese medicine is far more complex
and much more difficult to describe in any concise
and delineated fashion.
Being the product of many centuries of pre-historical shamanistic practices as well as innumerable
tiers and levels of clinical practice over the past
two to three thousand years, it is by its very nature
both diverse and extremely rich in sub-currents.
Just as in any study of generational phenomena,
we see the flow of reaction and counter-reaction,
swinging – to name just one example – from the
discussion of cold damage and the six levels to
theses on febrile diseases and the four strata of
wei, qi, ying, and blood.
We witness schools of practice focused almost
exclusively on treating the stomach and spleen
meridians, others centred around the dynamics
of the extraordinary vessels and still others based
almost exclusively on the inter-relationships
between the five elements.

I will begin by relating a story which is, I am sure,
typical for practitioners of Chinese medicine all
over the world and which also neatly illustrates the
truth of the old proverb: necessity is the mother
of invention.

Case History
I have a long-term female patient whom I have
treated for a number of years and through several
distinct life phases. Recently she and her husband
decided to move back to the town I live in and
where we first met, after some years living in a
larger town slightly further away. The move was
meticulously planned and the new apartment was
carefully selected months in advance, while the
old apartment was in the process of being sold.
Finally, after many months of preparation, the
move was completed and I was treated to reports
of the various trials involved in getting the new
place liveable with contractors moving in and out,
walls being moved and living spaces gradually
becoming available. It should be noted that this
is not a young woman we are talking about. She is
a stately, grey-haired woman of dignified bearing,
but not young.

Complicating the picture still further we have to
factor in the colossal – if presumably temporary
– impact of that notorious export, the marxistmaterialist project known as TCM, that reached
Western shores some time at the end of the 1970s.

Over the years and through our combined efforts
she had regained portions of her mind and body
and general health which had been off-limits to
her for decades of her life. She had discovered
simple yoga and basic qigong as well as spontaneously finding and practising the micro-cosmic
orbit through simple suggestions I gave and from
insights thrown up by the treatments, as well as
from her own personal researches. She had become flexible and dynamic and had started and
completed a university diploma course with the
highest honours – a life-long ambition fulfilled.
However, she was as stated, not young.

The picture we get after a decade or two of study
and practice may most fairly be summed up as
a body of theoretical and practical material contributing to a tapestry of knowledge with many
colourful strands. It is therefore no easy task to
create a harmonic “theory of everything” within
this field. It might even, and with some merit, be
argued that there exist fundamental contradictions
between the methods proposed by various schools

Before the move was fully completed, her husband travelled to Israel to participate in activities
organised by his employer. My patient had decided
to join him there. I can honestly say that I did not
think it a great idea but since my opinion was not
sought on the matter, I refrained from offering it.
She went. It was the early spring and so not yet
warm in Jerusalem. The schedule they were to follow there was tight and intensive. Within three days

We see traditions sprouting from single dicta,
micro-systems coming in and out of fashion and
variation multiplying as local traditions combine
with new teachings in Korea, Japan, and Vietnam,
not to mention modern day Europe and North
America to name only a few geographical areas
of influence.
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During the coming months she came to see me once
per month, as had been our routine, and I did my
best to treat her from the various diagnostic and
therapeutic angles I have learnt to use over the past
20 to 30 years. Her condition continued to deteriorate
however, and still she had received neither diagnosis
nor treatment through the conventional system.
During the snow and ice of the Scandinavian winter
months, her life became steadily and increasingly
restricted. Her dizziness had gotten to the stage
where she could not walk on streets which were too
open, only on narrow, enclosed streets. Crossing
the road had become a tiring and frustrating test
of endurance and bridges across the river were by
now more or less out of bounds. She had started
to use a walking stick, which was quite a blow to
her pride and she had even taken to asking for assistance to cross roads and bridges, also humbling
for such an independent soul. Visually, she looked
pale, had lost weight and her hair had whitened.
Finally a new threshold was reached. In consultation with her GP, who had at any rate stuck
by her even if he could offer little or nothing in
the way of concrete medical help, she made the
decision to obtain a walker. This, for those who
are unfamiliar with the term, is a wheeled device
with handlebars, the use of which enables people
who would otherwise experience great difficulty,
to move forwards independently and relatively
smoothly. It is an immensely practical invention
but is neither graceful nor elegant in itself, and my
patient was clearly mortified at this development.
As I contemplated this scenario, I realised that the
treatments I had been doing up to this point had
been unsuccessful, despite all my best efforts. One
factor was the infrequency of the treatments and I
therefore proposed a shorter interval – two weeks
instead of one month between treatments. The
other thing I did was change treatment strategy.
I saw in my mind that I needed to get  “underneath”
the symptoms and the energy pattern, which was
becoming ingrained and deteriorating with steady
steps. This mental image developed into a system
of layers, where the internal layers represented
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energetic levels situated progressively deeper
within the bodymind system. As I contemplated
the image, I gradually realised what it was I was
seeing – something I had been thinking about
and puzzling over for many years: the four seas.

surprised, since she herself had not dared to hope
that this was the case, especially since she was at
that time embroiled in several resource draining
projects in her life, one of which was moving to a
new apartment – again!

(i) The sea of blood is also named chong mai, which
most of us are already familiar with as one of the
extraordinary vessels. The chong mai is otherwise
variously known as the mother meridian or the sea
of the meridians.

For those unfamiliar with the concept, the four
seas are described in the Huang Di Nei Jing Ling
Shu, the Yellow Emperor’s Cannon of Internal
Medicine Spiritual Pivot, and are listed as follows:

The main treatment points used during this period
were: ST-37 and ST-39 (sea of blood), GV-16 and
GV-20 (sea of marrow), BL-11 (sea of blood, influential point for bones), GB-39 (influential point
for marrow) and finally KI-9.3 (an extraordinary
point that seems to strengthen the deeper connections between the kidney meridian, marrow,
and ancestral energy. To locate: have the patient
lying prone. From KI-9 move your thumbs up the
kidney meridian with moderate pressure and the
points will reveal themselves a few cun further up
the calf as deep and fairly painful points on most
people. Sometimes stringy at the surface and
empty underneath. Roughly parallel with BL-58).

(ii) The extraordinary meridians are cited in the
original Ling Shu text as bearing points on the
various seas. For example: GV-14 and CV-17 are
both named as belonging to the Sea of Qi*, while
the points on the sea of marrow are listed as
being either GV-16 and GV-20 or alternately all
of the points between and including these two.
(*In the main text, the sea of qi is in fact equated
with CV-17, “chest centre” or Shan Zhong as it is
known in Chinese.)

Sea of Qi
Sea of Grains and Fluids
Sea of Blood
Sea of Marrow
Figure 1: the four seas

These “seas” are something of an enigma within
the general field of Oriental medicine, for the
simple reason that they are described in the
source text in the most minimalistic terms possibly imaginable and almost exclusively in terms
of their pathology. (See appendix for two different
translations of the original text).
However, a close study of the four concepts
as described yields a general picture of levels
and depths, where the sea of marrow is clearly
identifiable as the deepest of the four levels. The
symptoms manifesting in the case of depletion of
the sea of marrow are listed as: dizziness, ringing
in the ears, loss of vision, brain spinning, aching
legs, lethargy and sleepiness. This list can be
interpreted as a general description of the signs
of normal aging but in this case also bore a striking resemblance to the symptoms from which my
patient was suffering. To state it another way, it
seemed as though she was aging suddenly, rapidly
and prematurely.
From this new perspective, it suddenly became
obvious that unless I treated at the level of the sea
of marrow, the treatments were not going to reach
the required depth in her system, and my attempts
would be futile and wasted. In the actual event,
the treatments I began to do were a combination
of the two deeper seas as I had come to perceive
them – those of marrow and of blood.
Two treatments later, she showed up at the clinic
carrying her cane. The walker was nowhere to be
seen and the energy of the woman as a whole
had re-consolidated itself. At her next treatment,
two weeks later, she was another whole quantum
level of vigour stronger and the cane was with
her but rather as a fellow traveller than a strictly
necessary element of forward propulsion. Her
posture was clear and straight and her energy
was positively explosive compared to that which
I had witnessed during the past half year or so.
As I conveyed my impressions to her she seemed

Since that sub-series of treatments, she has
continued to improve. Not only has progress continued despite the fairly considerable trials and
tribulations of her current wordly existence, but
I have also felt it both possible and appropriate
to vary the treatments to cover other, less serious
aspects of her overall health picture.

Methodology
The basic image and combined dynamics of the
four seas have by now become fairly well established in my mind, this through a combination of
treatments and experimentation over the past year
with two groups of students. The image consists
of a four-tier system, where each level is either
named after or equated with an energetic vessel
(stomach, chong mai) or a vital substance from
Chinese medicine (qi, marrow).
The four seas themselves are, as stated above, well
known but poorly documented in the literature. It is
my aim here to at least partially remedy this situation and to establish what might be considered the
beginnings of a working identity and methodology
for employing these energetic constructs named
two thousand years ago in the Nei Jing.
Above and beyond the specific points named or
alluded to in the Ling Shu, the methodology I have
been using includes four components:
1. The 8 extraordinary vessels
2. The 6 extraordinary fu
3. The 8 influential points
4. The 12 main meridians

1. The 8 Extraordinary Vessels
The extraordinary meridians come into the picture
for two reasons:

2. The 6 Extraordinary Fu
The extraordinary fu or “curious organs” are
listed as:
Brain, marrow, bones, uterus, vessels and
gall bladder.
Their involvement with the four seas is twofold:
(i) The sea of marrow is the same name as that
traditionally ascribed to the combined entity
formed by the brain and central nervous system
in traditional Chinese medicine. The overlap here
is unmistakable.
(ii) These six extraordinary structures connect to
or lie, energetically speaking, on the level of the
Jing or essence, a deeper level than the regular
organ-meridian networks. They are thus connected with at least the two deeper-lying seas
(blood and marrow). One clear example of this is
the close connection between the sea of blood,
the chong mai and the uterus. The sea of blood
is also clearly very closely related to the vessels.
The other immediate connection one could name
here is that of the marrow and bones, which are
for obvious reasons intimately connected with
the sea of marrow.

3. The 8 Influential Points
This hugely valuable and versatile group of points
is traditionally listed as:

Influential point

Substance or tissue

CV-17

qi

BL-17

blood

GB-39

marrow

BL-11

bone

LU-9

vessels

GB-34

soft tissue

LR-13

yin organs (zang)

CV-12

yang organs (fu)

Figure 2: the 8 Influential points
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The overlap with the four seas is obvious at first
glance. No fewer than three of these points and
the seas are named after the same substance or
energy, namely: marrow (GB-39), blood (BL-17) and
qi (CV-17). The sea of qi is, as previously stated,
explicitly identified in the original text as Shan
Zhong, Chest Centre – CV-17. In addition, we have
the influential points for bone (BL-11) and for the
vessels (LU-9), which have obvious relevance to
the seas of marrow and blood respectively.
GB-34 I regard as a wild card, useful for treatment at any level and for any of the seas (with
the possible exception of the sea of marrow).
Clinically it seems to have the unique ability to
access resources from anywhere in the organism
and make those resources available to any other
sphere or strata. (See discussion of the uniquely
multi-faceted gallbladder meridian below.)

4. The Regular Meridians
Naturally enough, the 12 main meridians also come
heavily into play in the clinical picture. The following is what I have arrived at in terms of ascribing
relevant meridians for treatment of the respective
seas according to level/depth:
Sea of Qi: lung, large intestine, stomach
and spleen
Sea of Grains & Fluids: as above plus liver
and gallbladder

deal with all other issues concerning blood supply
and circulation, the mechanics of the heart organ
and the health of the blood vessels distributed
throughout the body.
The meridians selected for the sea of marrow may
seem surprising to some readers and therefore
a few words of explanation may be in order. The
kidney meridian is an obvious choice here, due to
its well documented connections with marrow and
the other deeper-lying energies and structures of
the physical body. The bladder meridian is probably not too surprising either, especially when we
consider that the bladder and kidney meridians
are paired together in the water element, often
invoked in treatment of the spine and brain and
that BL-11 is the influential point for the bones.
The small intestine is chosen here for its close
ties to the bladder, not least in their pairing in
tai yang, and for the proximity of small intestine
and bladder points at key marrow-related areas:
specifically the sacrum (the back shu points) and
the upper back, where the two meridians flow into
each other in the region of BL-11 (see figure 3).
Finally, SI-3 is the opening or activation point for
the governor vessel, traditionally associated with
the health and integrity of the spine and brain.
Figure 3: confluence of Bladder and Small Intestine
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for the kidney meridian but is situated on the back
of the body rather like an auxiliary kidney point
in a curving line otherwise comprising: GV-4 Life
Gate, BL-23 kidney shu, and BL-52 Room of Zhi
(see figure 4).

Figure 4: GB 25 viewed in relation to Kidney-related points
along the waistline

Calligraphy by Ma Bo Wen

Sea of Marrow: kidney, bladder, small Intestine and gallbladder
Regarding the sea of grains and fluids, we will recall
that the stomach meridian is frequently referred
to as ”the sea of grains and fluids” not only in the
Nei Jing itself but throughout the ancient literature.
We may well assume then that these two concepts
are largely synonymous in the present context.
It should be noted that the triple heater meridian,
due to its ubiquitous and idiosyncratic nature, may
be useful at any of the levels described.
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To be continued.

Sea of Blood: liver, spleen, kidney and
pericardium

By way of contrast, the heart meridian, by dint
of its special status, is not a meridian of choice
in any of the envisioned treatments for the four
seas. My justification for this is in a sense personal
and therefore highly subjective, but is also based
on the heart meridian’s well documented special
status as Emperor and holder of the Shen spirit. It
seems to me that none of the issues relating to the
four seas warrant the involvement of the keeper of
the Spirit. One possible exception might relate to
matters concerning the sea of blood, but this would
need to be an almost life-threatening situation,
since the meridians surrounding the heart – in
particular the pericardium – are empowered to

volume

points on the back

The gallbladder may seem an unlikely meridian
to find in this context but is in fact connected
with the marrow in several ways. Firstly, GB-39 is
the influential point for the marrow. Secondly, its
meridian traverses the skull and occiput several
times over in a striking switchback pattern quite
unlike any other meridian, giving it unique access
to the brain. Finally, GB-25 is not only the mu point

Chris McAlister was born and raised in London,
UK, and received most of his Oriental medical
education in Japan. His main teachers were Suzuki Takeo in shiatsu and Peter Yates and Gotoh
Kimiya in acupuncture. He later studied Chinese
herbs with Ted Kaptchuk. Chris is a firm believer
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medicine. He is also strongly in favour of a wide
sphere of interest for optimal health promotion
and personal development. To this end he plays
drums and dances salsa, reads widely and loves
to travel. In terms of Oriental medicine, he has an
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as Sun Si Miao’s ghost points, katsugen undo,
and the latest developments in modern energy
medicine. Apart from in Sweden, where he has
lived and worked for the past 20 years, Chris
has been lucky enough to teach occasionally
in the US, increasingly in Italy, and regularly in
Israel. A slightly longer version of this as well as
many other articles can be found online (www.
isshin-gakkai.eu).
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The Four Seas – Part 2
by Chris McAlister
(For Part 1 of this article see NAJOM, March 2014)

Discussion
The arrangement of ideas as outlined so far is the
product of several years of contemplation, collegial
consultation and experimentation, coalescing
into its current form through a combination of
scriptural interpretation, intuition, gut feeling and
creative guesswork. I do not claim that it is 100
percent foolproof and neither is it in any sense a
finished product or system. On the contrary, I would
describe its developmental status as “ongoing.”
The preliminary arrangement has however, already
proved its worth clinically in a variety of situations,
not the least of which is the sculpting of a treatment protocol around the two points of the Sea
of Grains and Fluids: ST-30 and ST-36. These two
points, used together with selected points from
spleen (SP-3 & SP-9), lung (LU-1 & LU-2) and large
intestine (LI-10 & LI-11) meridians as well as the
conception vessel (CV-12 – influential point for
the fu organs), have combined to produce a rapid
normalizing of appetite and metabolism together
with an almost total reduction in cravings, especially of sweets and rapid carbohydrates. I have
my suspicions that the same combination will
prove useful in the resolution of food “allergies.”
In the following section, I would like to continue
on a slightly more speculative note in the hope
of stimulating further investigation into a subject
which continues to fascinate me and offer fresh
perspectives.
The points on the Sea of Qi (CV-17, GV-14 and
ST-9) when taken together, would seem to have
the potential to lower pressure in the chest cavity
and upper body generally, pointing to the possible
alleviation of symptoms such as hypertension and
asthma, as well as a general “rectifying” effect,
whereby levels of energy are regulated in terms
of upper and lower body concentrations. In this
context, it is interesting to note that CV-6, a point
just below the navel and within the area known as
the lower Dan Tian, is called Sea of Qi.
The points on the Sea of Blood (BL-11, ST-37,
ST-39) are remarkable for their apparent lack of
congruency. BL-11 is well known as the Influential
point for bones, while ST-37 and ST-39 are more
commonly known as the lower he/meeting points
for the large and small intestine meridians. It may
be wondered how this particular combination
of points can in any way be considered a sea of
blood. The answer may lie in a consideration of
the traditionally two-pronged description of blood
14

production in Oriental medicine. On the one hand,
blood is assumed to be created within the marrow (itself within the bones – BL-11). On the other
hand, the blood is also taken to be a product of
digestion, where it might be assumed that the
stomach, small Intestine and large intestine play
a major role (ST-37, ST-39).
Another interesting aspect of the four seas phenomenon lies in their potential inter-relationships
with each other. Earlier in the article I described
how I intuitively combined points from the Sea
of Blood with the points connected with the Sea
of Marrow in targeting the marrow level. What
this has subsequently suggested to my more
rational mind is that there probably exist channels
for cross-pollination between the various seas,
whereby neighbouring seas can share and access
resources to and from each other. The example
above would suggest that the Sea of Blood is able
to feed energy into the Sea of Marrow and the
opposite would presumably hold – that the Sea
of Marrow could in times of need lend resources
to the Sea of Blood.
Following this chain of thought we would arrive
at a scenario in which for example, energy could
be seen to trickle down from the most superficial
Sea of Qi into the Sea of Grains and Fluids. The
same could be supposed to occur then from the
Sea of Grains and Fluids into the Sea of Blood
and finally downwards and inwards to the Sea of
Marrow. The opposite effect would of course be
entirely feasible at all levels.
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then encounter the Sea of Blood, where the water
is still dense and viscous but containing slightly
more oxygen, allowing other kinds of life forms
and smoother circulation. Rising further, we meet
the Sea of Grains and Fluids, where another slight
increase in activity becomes apparent. The water
here is lighter in colour, translucent and free flowing. At the very surface, concordant with the Sea
of Qi, we find light in abundance and fast moving
life forms. The creatures we encounter are used
to the lack of pressure and the thinness of these
oxygen-rich waters and thrive in the mixture of air
and water in this area of interchange.
On a final note, and concerning the nature of the
Seas as energetic structures, there seem to be at
least two different perspectives as to their core
identity and function. On the one hand, it may be
supposed that as “seas” they are to be viewed
mainly as containers, reservoirs as it were, and
in that sense passive. In this scenario they would
be seen as being situated in a distinct anatomic
location and as housing a specific type of energy
or substance.
For example then, the Sea of Marrow would be located in the brain, specifically the posterior region,
and house a kind of core energy-substance for use
in life and death situations. By contrast, the Sea
of Grains and Fluids would lie in the area of the
lower pelvis and thighs and act as a storehouse
for a kind of nutrient energy more readily available
for daily use. Pictorially one might represent this
scenario as follows:

Thus if we assume that the organism as a whole
will, whenever possible, tend to use surplus
energy created and saved within the system to
fill the deepest lying depots, this would render
an image of a sub-model wherein energy and
resources could be seen to be travelling in and
out or up and down in a continuum. The direction
of flow would then be from the superficial to the
deeper in times of abundance and plenty but from
the deeper-lying seas to the more superficial ones
in times of crisis and scarcity.
To illustrate this concept with a simple image we
might actually imagine the four seas as constituting one gigantic sea with four levels. Here it is
important to bear in mind that we are describing
a harmonious whole comprised of distinct depths,
each with a specific atmosphere but with potential
for interrelationship at every level.

At the lowest level, close to the seabed with its
caverns and strange cave-dwelling creatures, we
would encounter darkness and stillness: thick,
dark, viscous water. This would be analagous to
the Sea of Marrow. Travelling upwards, we would

Figures 5 & 6: Sea of Marrow and Sea of Grains and
Fluids viewed as reservoirs
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An alternative perspective would suggest that the
seas constitute a more dynamic phenomenon,
wherein not only storage but production is an
inherent component. In this scenario, we would
envisage the Sea of Marrow as incorporating a
network of zones in which the posterior region of
the brain would be the major centre, with network
connections branching out to various anatomical
areas, energy channels, and tsubos throughout
the organism. These would most likely include
the spine and central nervous system, skeleton,
governor vessel, kidney, bladder, small intestine
and gallbladder meridians.
The Sea of Fluids and Grains could in the same
sense be viewed as a network based around a
central area – thighs and pelvis – with a web of
branches stretching out into primarily the muscular
tissues, the stomach and spleen meridians and
conception vessel as well as the lung and large
intestine meridians.

Conclusion
In this article I have attempted to describe a range
of ideas and approaches which have crystallized
– albeit partially – over the past decade or so of
practice, reflection, and refinement. Drawing from
a classic if minimalistic source, I have attempted
to expand the concept itself from its bare bones to
something more fleshy and palpable. I hope that
in doing so I have added to rather than obscured
an aspect of traditional knowledge. At the same
time I willingly embrace the idea that there may
be further and distinctly separate interpretations
based on exactly the same set of information.
Other perspectives undoubtedly exist and I would
be delighted to hear from anyone who could illuminate their characteristics.

Epilogue
2013 has without doubt been a year that has
personally been dominated by the phenomenon
of the four seas. Writing on this, the very final day
of the year, I have the pleasure and the privilege
to document a series of insights arising from a
recent winter retreat based on the format of the
four seas. As chance would have it, a small group of
dedicated practitioners came together and during
the two and a half days of the retreat the focus of
the group was clear, calm, and concentrated. The
four seas revealed themselves in a far more clearly
sculpted fashion, answering several questions
still left unresolved from practice, reflection, and
feedback received over the past year.
One of the major reasons for this clarity was the
group make-up itself: small, experienced, and
committed. Another was the deep mid-winter
setting, encouraging stillness and contemplation

free from unnecessary complication. A third may
have been the spontaneous decision to reverse
my order of presentation. Instead of progressing
from most superficial to deeper as I have done
previously, we began with the Sea of Marrow,
the deepest lying of the four seas and worked
“upwards and outwards” from there. Here are the
insights, observations and speculations arising
from our joint investigation.
The Sea of Marrow presented itself as a very deep
and very still bedrock of silent attention. The participants unanimously agreed on a state of quiet,
detached contemplation, wholly undisturbed by
emotion, thought, or judgement. Although one
actually drifted off to sleep, all reported a similar
state of rest and silent, non-judgemental contemplation. One participant reported that even though
it took a while to fully sink, he finally found himself
resting in the dark silence of the ocean floor.
The experience of the Sea of Blood differed
significantly and in two distinct ways. Firstly, it
was perceived as being inhabited by a far more
obviously emotional energy content. Although still
very deep and restful, the impingement of strong
emotional memory and deeply stored distress
made for a very different experience as compared
with the Sea of Marrow. Secondly, it was able to
rapidly and spontaneously bring to the surface
old and ingrained muscular patterns still in need
of repair and rehabilitation.
From my perspective as observer (the participants,
being seasoned practitioners, required very little
in the way of hands-on or other assistance once
the treatments were underway) these first two
seas produced an atmosphere which can in its
totality be described as deeply restful. From this
vantage point there was certainly a difference of
depth and quality between the two, but this struck
me as more one of degree than absolute. Perhaps
the almost palpably rock-like stillness of the Sea
of Marrow experience was however, indicative of
a noteworthy contrast. The other major difference would then be that the Sea of Blood was
clearly more connected with emotional pathology
and distress, whereas the Sea of Marrow – in
its absolute depth – seemed to be out of range
of the phenomena of emotional and muscular
disturbance – at least in this particular group of
relatively well-adjusted individuals.
This apparent distinction between the Sea of Blood
and the Sea of Marrow caused me to reflect on the
nature of blood. During the years I studied with Ted
Kaptchuk in the 90s, he stated repeatedly that “the
memory is in the blood,” something I was quickly
able to verify in connection with a commonly occurring phenomenon. Think of an occasion when
you or someone you are in conversation with is

stuck trying to remember something – maybe it
is a name or a date or some detail of that nature.
Try as you might, the fact will not come to mind,
even though it feels repeatedly that it is only just
out of reach and even perhaps on the very tip of
your tongue.
It is not until you relax and let go that you actually
provide the requisite conditions for recall, and the
recollection itself will often occur spontaneously
some time afterwards. This may take a few moments but it may also take several hours, even as
much as a day or two in some cases. You may even
wake up in the middle of the night with the answer
finally available at last. One way of explaining this
phenomenon would be that the memory itself is
indeed stored somewhere in the blood and that
the act of recall is coincident with the passing of
the relevant batch of blood through the requisite
memory centre of the brain.
This is not a verified truth by any means but would
certainly be one way to explain the phenomenon
and does in fact provide a superb strategy for
handling such situations: relax, stop fighting and
the memory will present itself in the due course
of the circulation of the blood. Try and force it
and you will remain forever stuck at the impasse.
The relevance to our current discussion may at first
seem tenuous, but the thought struck me forcefully
that the memory of the blood is in all likelihood a
far broader concept than the simple remembering
of factual details, names, and dates. It may also
be expected to comprise a stored memory bank
of emotional distress going back to very early
days indeed in our lives. Perhaps we have here a
potent therapeutic tool in the raising, resolving and
clearing of emotional wounds through activating
the Sea of Blood.  
A contingent and clinically strategic thought was
that since the experience of dwelling in the Sea
of Blood itself, purely as it were, was a somewhat
unpleasant one for the participants concerned, a
relevant treatment strategy would in such cases
be to treat the Sea of Blood in combination with
or indeed through its two neighbouring seas.
This could be achieved partly through the Sea
of Marrow, where the strategy would be to firm
up the bedrock of the organism’s deepest levels,
providing in the process renewed resources for
fresh blood production.
The other half of the strategy would be to treat
the Sea of Grains and Fluids (see discussion in
following paragraph), whereby renewed nutritive
essence could be fed into the Sea of Blood from
the processes of digestion and assimilation. It
is even conceivably possible that an injection of
movement and energy from the Sea of Qi (using
CV-17 and CV-6 for example) could provide an injec15
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tion of catalyzing vitality from the most superficial
energy sources and down into the slower moving
Sea of Blood.
The Sea of Grains and Fluids presented easily
the most dramatic of surprises. It very quickly
became apparent that it was most definitely not
the most superficial of the Seas – something I had
tentatively assumed up to that point, based on
composite experience and intellectual deduction.
As the treatments got underway, the group settled
rapidly into a very relaxed state. As observer, I
had been paying very close attention from the
outset to my own autonomic bodily reactions to
the ongoing atmosphere produced by the treatments. Both the Seas of Marrow and Blood had
spontaneously prompted automatic movement
and touch stimulation, which while specific and
characteristic to each sea, was still identifiable
within the general domain of qigong and do-in.
By way of contrast, the atmosphere created by the
Sea of Grains and Fluids caused me to almost immediately sit in a posture of meditation and simply
make stationary, physical contact with the two
main points involved: ST-30 and then ST-36. The
contact required especially by ST-36 was entirely
passive and extremely prolonged, leading to a
series of sitting, standing and then lying postures
in which I was spontaneously able to combine it
with other local and connected points: GB-34, SP-9
and LI-10 to be exact. The aspect of movement
was entirely absent – indeed it was noteworthy
precisely because of its almost complete absence.
Gradually I became cognisant of the exact nature of
the feeling being generated in the room and within
my body – a warm, very relaxed, internally oriented feeling of simple and complete enjoyment.
Sensations and images associated with comfort,
rest, and trust rolled through my body and flowed
before my mind’s eye. As I settled into the slow,
almost immobile sequence of touch sensations
and postures, I realized that what I was experiencing was nothing less than a total and conscious
experience of the parasympathetic state.
The outside world steadily ceased to attract or
interest me. I was content to be entirely contained
within this feeling of enclosed and protected
warmth. The room was largely silent as I regularly checked out into it and then returned into
my cocoon of security. The only other body parts
engaged in the series of postures were the eyes – I
was moved on two occasions to spontaneously
cover them with my palms. This I was easily able
to include within the parasympathetic experience,
finding no contradiction between the classic enclosing action and the need to wall off external
light sources to focus on the warm, soft but lightly
psychedelic colours slowly mutating internally.
16

Group reactions were also clear and indisputable.
Coming off the treatment table, one participant
dropped momentarily down into a deep horse
stance with the expression: “very earthy. If this
sea is in order there will be no problems with the
Sea of Blood.” Others reported lying in a state of
calm and relaxed quiet.
All of this makes even more sense when we contrast
it with the experience of the Sea of Qi.
Here the group became spritely and dynamic.
Several directed their own treatments, even
asking for additional points or to have needles
spontaneously removed once their purpose had
been fulfilled. The atmosphere in the room was
lithe, nimble, and playful. The movements my body
produced this time were simpler, more minimalistic
but also more distinct and more vigorous than with
the two deeper seas, seeming to centre around
directly and dynamically activating the lungs
and also strengthening the connection between
the lungs and kidneys through the qiao mai. The
room was filled with a light, youthful, and playful
energy. One participant did however, report feeling
“skinless,” an experience which was felt as both
negative and uncomfortable.
As we came together to finally reflect on our
combined set of experiences, two insights crystallized, both concerning the two somewhat more
superficial seas: the Sea of Grains and Fluids and
the Sea of Qi.
Firstly, the word “skinless” brought instantly to
mind the concept of wei qi. A well known subspecies of qi traditionally described in Chinese
medicine, wei qi (see figure 7, character for wei)
is characterized as defensive or protective energy,
and is said to circulate in the most superficial layers of the body, those within and around the skin.
At the time my thoughts
found no context for this
idea, other than that wei
qi, being indisputably
one well-known type of
qi, this would in turn
seem to indicate that
the Sea of Qi itself was
demonstrating a certain
Figure 7 Wei
degree of superficiality.
The necessary context arrived very soon afterwards, with the experience – both group and
personal – of the Sea of Grains and Fluids. As the
expression previously reported (“If this sea is
in order there will be no problems with the Sea
of Blood”) sank into my mind, I saw the context
clearly as if drawn as a visual image.
Traditionally and for pedagogical purposes, wei qi
is contrasted with another sub-type of qi known
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as ying qi or nutritive energy. Ying qi (see figure
8, character for ying) is said to circulate within the
meridians and with the blood
to spread nutritive energy to
the organs and tissues. It is
thicker than wei qi and moves
more deeply. Unlike wei qi, it
has no connection with the
outside world and is wholly
concerned with cultivating,
improving and maintaining
Figure 8 Ying
the internal environment.
This contrast provided the clearest image yet of the
distinction between – and in particular the relative
depths of – the Sea of Qi and the Sea of Blood.
The final revelation rendered the distinction, if
anything, even more clearly.
Emerging – very, very slowly – from the insulating warmth and comfort of my parasympathetic
cocoon, I was struck by the enormous contrast to
our earlier experience of the Sea of Qi. There I had
witnessed playful activity, attention to external
detail and personal interaction fired by curiosity
concerning cause and effect. Here I had been
sucked into a purely internal world whose sole
preoccupation was with comfort and nutrition,
almost like being embalmed in a colourful world
of safe images and soft sounds.
Reflecting afterwards as the contrast took intellectual shape, I became aware of an implied reprimand
both to myself and to those who had instructed me
as to the nature of that wonderful physiological
phenomenon we know as the autonomic nervous
system (ANS). I don’t know how many times I
have heard explanations and then in turn crafted
explanations of my own, to simply and succinctly
describe the sympathetic and parasympathetic
polarity to students and patients.
In my current state, I suddenly realized that something had been missing each and every time. Here
I do not mean the depth or exactitude of images
and sensations – this can be a difficult thing to
conjure up at the best of times. No, I am referring
to the tendency we have to overstate the polarity
and thereby paint a contrast which, alluding as it
does to pathology rather than healthy function,
is all too strong and therefore lacking in both nuance and accuracy.
What I had witnessed was the playful lightness
of the sympathetic system, the alert and joyful
engagement with external reality, which is the very
essence of this branch compared to the internally
directed, nutritionally preoccupied focus of the
parasympathetic branch. In almost all presentations of the sympathetic nervous system, we
employ the expressions “fight or flight,” “adrenal
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response,” and even “adrenal exhaustion” to
convey the purpose of this network, portraying in
the process a limited and purely survival-oriented
set of functions, rooted in a perspective coloured
by pathology.
What became apparent in this moment of sudden illumination is that the twin branches of the
autonomic nervous system, when functioning
optimally and in a state of elastic vigour, reveal a
pattern reminiscent of nothing so much as a child’s
healthy switching through the tides of inquisitive
playfulness and discovery to complete rest and recuperation, precisely as and when required by the
central organizing intelligence of the bodymind.
Just as the sea smoothly and tirelessly moves
through tides of ebb and flow, so does the healthy
infant swiftly and spontaneously plummet into
states of unreachable, seemingly bottomless rest,
only to emerge and move rapidly into a state of
open-eyed curiosity and voracious, unlimited and
playful creativity.
Imagine if in fact the seas of Qi and of Grains and
Fluids exist to reveal and remind us of the true
nuances of our inherent capabilities.
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